New Sources of Milanese Chant
The Ambrosian liturgy and its music, practiced in and around medieval Milan, is the only
one of several regional traditions not to have been suppressed during the Carolingian urge
to uniformity that swept away so many dialects of chant in the interest of imposing the
universal Roman liturgy and the chant now known as Gregorian. To the extent that these
older practices can be recovered and studied, we can have a clearer picture of the earlymedieval cultural landscape, and a better sense of the aesthetic variety of medieval music.
Ambrosiana at Harvard: New Sources of Milanese Chant presents studies of three manuscripts
of Ambrosian chant housed at Harvard. Houghton Library has recently acquired two
such manuscripts, one of them perhaps the oldest surviving source of Ambrosian music.
A third manuscript has long been housed at Houghton among other lavishly illuminated
books, but its contents have only recently been identified as Ambrosian. The Houghton
manuscripts are considered as physical objects and in their urban and historical contexts, as
well as in the musical and ecclesiastical context of Milan, of Italy, and of medieval Europe.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N
Thomas Forrest Kelly

T

his volume brings together a group of studies of the music of the
Ambrosian liturgy. Sung in and around medieval Milan, the Ambrosian chant
is practiced to this day. Owing perhaps to the protection of the great doctor of the
church and bishop of Milan, Ambrosian chant was not suppressed, like so many
other dialects of liturgical music, by the Carolingian urge to impose the universal
Roman liturgy and the chant now known as Gregorian. To the extent that these
older practices can be recovered and studied, we can have a clearer picture of the
early medieval cultural landscape, and a better sense of the aesthetic variety of
medieval music.
William Stoneman, Florence Fearrington Librarian of the Houghton Library,
was present along with Jeffrey Hamburger and Thomas Kelly, at a magical Saturday
morning exploratory session in which the group of three sought to identify
manuscripts in the library’s holdings that would be suitable material for study in a
jointly taught graduate seminar on illuminated manuscripts that included liturgical
music. It was on that occasion that we opened Houghton Library MS Typ 299
and realized that it was a book of Ambrosian chant. In itself this was an interesting
discovery, for sources of Ambrosian chant are rare outside the area of Milan, and
rare indeed in North America. The book did serve as material for an unpublished
preliminary investigation by Matthias Röder in 2003.
When two manuscripts of Ambrosian chant became available in 2004, it
seemed something of a miracle that they could become part of the collection of the
Houghton Library. It is owing to the foresight of William Stoneman—as well as that
of the supporters of the Houghton Library—that these manuscripts of Ambrosian
chant could be added to Harvard’s collections as MS Lat 388 and MS Lat 389. The
“new” manuscripts had been previously noted as being in a private collection, but
this was only determined in the course of research after the manuscripts reached
Harvard. The Houghton Library generously caused all three of the manuscripts to
be digitized and made available online through the Harvard University Library’s
Page Delivery Service, where they may be consulted through the Harvard College
Library’s online catalog.

1

2 Ambrosiana at Harvard: New Sources of Milanese Chant
A pair of graduate seminars in musicology, in 2005 and 2006, allowed a group
of researchers to study and inventory the manuscripts and to begin an appreciation
of their place in the history of one of the important dialects of Western liturgical
chant. A group of researchers from both seminars was able, through the generosity
of the Morrill Fund of the Harvard Music Department, to travel to Milan in 2007
to examine relevant manuscripts in the Biblioteca del Capitolo del Duomo, the
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, the Archivio di Santa Maria Assunta in Gallarate, and the
Archivio Storico Diocesano of Novara and to consult the resources of the Pontifical
Ambrosian Institute of Sacred Music.
The growing sense of the significance of the Harvard manuscripts, especially
as a group, and of the considerable work that had already been undertaken, led the
Houghton Library to sponsor a conference in October 2007, at which the papers in
this volume were delivered in an earlier form.
The Houghton Library arranged an exhibition of manuscripts in connection
with the conference, presenting the Houghton Ambrosiana and related documents;
the exhibition was curated by Anna Zayaruznaya.
The conference was embellished with the presence of members of the Cappella
Musicale della Basilica di Sant’Ambrogio, with their director, Maestro Giovanni
Scomparin. These singers, along with a group from Harvard, performed Vespers of
Saint Luke the Evangelist in Ambrosian chant, celebrated by the Reverend Robert J.
Congdon, as the opening event of the conference; and the singers of Sant’Ambrogio
enriched the conference with their performances of musical selections to open each
day’s proceedings.

The present volume considers the Houghton manuscripts of Ambrosian chant
as physical objects, in their urban and historical contexts, and in the musical and
ecclesiastical context of Milan, of Italy, and of medieval Europe. It seeks to provide
an example of interdisciplinary collaboration and to show just how much can be
learned from individual objects subjected to sustained scholarly scrutiny.
The volume begins with three studies having a relatively close focus on the
manuscripts at the Houghton Library, and it continues with widening horizons to
consider broader aspects of Ambrosian liturgy and music.
Mattias Röder and Jessica Berenbeim, in their study of Houghton Library
MS Typ 299, are able to show that it forms part of a larger manuscript, whose
other sections are at the library of Santa Maria Assunta in Gallarate. Together the
manuscripts form a summer portion of the liturgy; a related manuscript, a winter
portion, is now in the Archivio Storico Diocesano of Novara. The authors clarify
the identity of the scribes of these manuscripts. Particularly interesting about
this group is the extent to which they correspond to the Benedictine liturgy as
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performed in the Roman rite; the adaptation of Ambrosian music to monastic
practice is a rarity, found, apparently, only in this group of manuscripts.
In his study of Houghton Library MS Lat 389, Matthew Mugmon shows
that it is the “sibling” of a manuscript in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana at Milan (MS
M 99 sup.). A survey of physical characteristics, layout, paleography, and decoration
demonstrates the remarkable likeness of the two manuscripts, made in the late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century. They are not separated parts of the same
volume, nor are they winter and summer portions of the same set, but they appear
to have been made by the same scribe. Differences in spelling, rubrical text, and
liturgical arrangement are slight. The author suggests that the two books were
made for the same church, yet to be identified.
MS Lat 388 is one of the oldest surviving manuscripts of Ambrosian chant,
dating perhaps from the late twelfth century. It provides important evidence about
a notational peculiarity of Ambrosian manuscripts, a horizontal green line that
indicates the presence of B-flat. Such lines have often been thought to be later
additions to manuscripts originally made without them. In an impressive array of
paleographical and codicological findings, Anna Zayaruznaya analyses and describes
the copying and revision of four Ambrosian antiphoners. The “green lines” in
the title are the starting point for an investigation with a number of significant
observations and conclusions.
The surprising durability of the Ambrosian chant is demonstrated by Angelo
Rusconi, who reports on a number of hitherto unknown sources of Ambrosian
chant ranging from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century. The extraordinary
richness of the sources of the Renaissance and modern traditions is likely to be
a revelation to most scholars. They describe the living tradition of Ambrosian
chant—a tradition that also illustrates change in musical style and repertory.
The earliest surviving manuscripts of Ambrosian chant, like MS Lat 388, date
from the twelfth century, but I demonstrate that the repertory existed in written
form at least as far back as the eleventh. The evidence is indirect, for scribes in
southern Italy copied excerpts from the Ambrosian repertory at that time, using
notational peculiarities otherwise unknown in the south, which arose as a result of
copying from now-lost Ambrosian sources.
Two eminent scholars reflect here on aspects of the liturgy of the Ambrosian
rite, drawing on information in the Houghton manuscripts and elsewhere. Michel
Huglo (whose catalog of Ambrosian sources, Fonti e paleografia de canto ambrosiano,
was published more than fifty years ago, in 1956) considers antiphonal psalmody of
the office. His essay is very wide ranging—an impressive introduction witnessing
his knowledge of the sources leads to a treatment of the special Ambrosian
relationship between the final and the reciting tone of the following psalmody.
Terence Bailey’s contribution is a detailed study of the Milanese acceptance
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and liturgical implementation of the feast of Christmas, particularly with respect to
the number of masses celebrated. The feast at Milan goes back at least to the time
of Saint Ambrose, and Bailey’s description of the gradual addition of a second and a
third mass makes for fascinating reading.
Two contributions consider constituent genres of Ambrosian chant from
very different analytical perspectives. John McKay’s study is a preliminary analysis
of the verses of the Ambrosian responsories of the office. In other kinds of chant
(Old Roman and Gregorian) these are sung to standard formulas, but the presence
of such formulas is far from clear in the Ambrosian repertory. Although some
40 percent of verse melodies appear to be independent compositions, McKay is
able to demonstrate an underlying formulaic structure for most of the rest. The
formulaic verses are tripartite, like the invitatory of the office as sung in the
Roman rite. McKay’s methods and classification system are of an admirable clarity
and usefulness.
A very different set of analytical tools is applied to the melodiae secundae of
the chant Et lilia convalium by Sasha Siem. Her quantitative analysis illustrates the
progress from stepwise to ever-larger non-stepwise intervals. The author provides a
meticulous examination and interpretation of every melodic gesture; these analyses
will challenge scholars of the chant to scrutinize more closely every melody they
study.

The varying scholarly methods employed in these papers and the expanding
horizon they present—beginning with the Harvard manuscripts and placing them
in paleographical, historical, and artistic contexts—provide, we hope, a panorama
of an important cultural patrimony and of the ways in which medieval repertories
can profitably be studied.

Milanese Chant in the Monastery?
Notes on a Reunited Ambrosian Manuscript
Jessica Berenbeim and Matthias Röder

W

hen Philip Hofer bequeathed his collection of rare books
and manuscripts to the Houghton Library in 1984, little to nothing was
known about his MS Typ 299, a medieval chant manuscript that he had acquired
in 1955. Subsequently identified as a fragmentary fourteenth-century antiphoner,1
the manuscript has received little attention from scholars. It nevertheless turns out
to be an exceptional manuscript, representing a rare—indeed, practically unique—
liturgical innovation.
Fortunately, the source of the Houghton fragment survives in Gallarate,
Italy: the twenty folios of MS Typ 299 originally formed part of MS M in the
collection of the Archivio di Santa Maria Assunta. The liturgy conveyed by these
two manuscripts combines the traditional Ambrosian liturgy and the monastic
cursus found in Gregorian manuscripts—Ambrosian manuscripts typically do not
contain elements of the monastic cursus. Furthermore, the melodic repertory of
the manuscript includes traditional Ambrosian as well as Gregorian melodies.
Both the liturgical contents and aesthetic properties of the Houghton and
Gallarate fragments connect them not only to each other but also to the only other
Ambrosian manuscript that could be viewed as monastic. Rather than suggesting a
substantial lost Ambrosian liturgical tradition, these close connections point to the
innovations of a versatile and creative scribe: Antonius de Vomate.
MS Typ 299 contains chants for feasts of the pars aestiva of the Ambrosian
liturgy. The manuscript was at some point disbound and rearranged: the folios
are not in their correct liturgical order, and many feasts are incomplete. In the
current arrangement, the most extensively decorated folio appears first. Figure 1.1
reconstructs the original order and codicological relationship of the extant folios.
Table 1.1 gives the feasts in MS Typ 299 in their correct liturgical order.

1. Barbara Mahrenholz Wolff, Music Manuscripts at Harvard: A Catalogue of Music Manuscripts from the
14th to the 20th Centuries in the Houghton Library and the Eda Kuhn Loeb Music Library (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Library, 1992).
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fol. 9

fol. 14

study 1

fol. 19 fol. 13 fol. 11 fol. 10 fol. 1

fol. 8 fol. 12 fol. 20

figure 1.1 Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, Houghton Library, MS Typ 299:
reconstructed order and relationship of extant folios

Table 1.1. Feasts in MS Typ 299 in Liturgical Order
Feast
Ascensio Domini
Georgius
Marcus
Petrus martyr
Philippus & Iacobus
Inventio Sancte Crucis
Victor
Petrus & Paulus
Nativitas Beate Marie Virginis
Cornelius & Cyprianus; Exaltatio
Sancte Crucis
Eufimia
Satyrus
Mauritius
Michael
Sophya
Simon & Jude & Fides
Sanctorum Omnium
Domenica I Post Pentec.

Date
April 24
April 25
April 29
May 1
May 3
May 8
June 29
Sept. 8
Sept. 14
Sept. 16
Sept. 17
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct. 28
Nov. 1

Folio
9r
14r
15r
15v
16v
16v
19v
13r
11r
11v
10r
10v
1r
6r
8v
12
12v
2r
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Most of the liturgy in MS Typ 299 is typically Ambrosian. Mass corresponds
exactly to what is found in other Ambrosian manuscripts. A close look at the night
office, however, reveals that the manuscript does not follow a traditional Ambrosian
liturgy throughout. The main deviations can be found in vespers and matins. First,
MS Typ 299 does not contain the usual lucernarium at the beginning of vespers.
Second, there is an invitatory antiphon at matins, which is also uncommon for
Ambrosian manuscripts. Third, the first and second nocturns each include six
psalms. Fourth, the third nocturn of matins has only one canticle antiphon. Finally,
there are four instead of three readings with responsories for each nocturn.
While all five of these features are uncharacteristic of the Ambrosian rite, the
last three are especially surprising since they point to monastic use, which is very
rare in Ambrosian sources. Thus MS Typ 299 has a hybrid liturgy that contains both
Ambrosian and monastic elements and was apparently produced for a community
in the diocese of Milan. Monastic Ambrosian manuscripts are exceptionally rare2
—only two known manuscripts have essentially the same hybrid liturgy. Michel
Huglo identified a fourteenth-century antiphoner, thought to be from Viggiona
and now in the Archivio Storico Diocesano in Novara (MS A 2), that exhibits
a “rare example of a mixture of monastic use with the Ambrosian rite.”3 Huglo
then connected the Novara codex to another Ambrosian manuscript with the
same characteristics of hybrid liturgy. This other manuscript is the fragmentary
antiphoner Gallarate M. We are now able to demonstrate that the Houghton
fragment was once part of this Gallarate manuscript.
Comparison of the mise-en-page and scripts of the Houghton and Gallarate
manuscripts supports this hypothesis (figs. 1.2 and 1.3). Both the Houghton
and Gallarate fragments have folios ruled for nine lines, with a ruled space of
approximately 25 × 16 cm. Each set of rules creates a system of four thin lines for
musical notation and one wider line for script, with a total of forty-five lines per
page. The scripts for both the noted chants and the cues are of the same scale and
compression in each manuscript and employ the same repertory of letter forms.
Decoration of the two fragments is likewise very similar, if not in fact
attributable to one hand. Although only MS Typ 299 has figural decoration, both
manuscripts have a number of foliate initials with the same palette and decorative
vocabulary of twirling leaves and knotted vines superimposed on a dark blue
background with pen decoration in lead white. Such ornamental conventions are
2. Terence Bailey has commented that “no Ambrosian monastic antiphoner has been discovered;
perhaps none was executed. It may be that Ambrosian monasteries (like so many ancient
foundations on both sides of the Alps) were compelled, in the wake of the Frankish conquests
and the reforms of Benedict of Aniane, to adopt the Benedictine Rule.” Terence Bailey,
“Ambrosian Chant,” in Grove Music Online, ed. Laura Macy, http://www.grovemusic.com.
3. Michel Huglo, Luigi Agustoni, Eugène Cardine, and Ernesto Moneta Caglio, Fonti e paleografia
del canto ambrosiano, Archivio Ambrosiano 7 (Milan, 1956), 228, no. 219.
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figure 1.2 Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, Houghton Library, MS Typ 299,
fol. 3r, 33 × 22
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Gallarate, Archivio di Santa Maria Assunta, MS M, fol. 18r, 33 × 21.5
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figure 1.4 Initial As in Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, Houghton
Library, MS Typ 299, fol. 9r, 24 × 21 (left) and Gallarate, Archivio di Santa
Maria Assunta, MS M, fol. 77r, 25 × 21 (right)

hardly uncommon in Lombard illumination of the period, but the two fragments
here build their initials out of a virtually identical set of basic forms. Two decorated
As, for example, share the same essential design, and a similar combination of colors
(fig 1.4).
One example suffices to demonstrate the textual relationship between MS
Typ 299 and Gallarate M. In one opening from Gallarate M (fols. 33v–35r [the
manuscript is foliated discontinuously]), the left-hand page contains the introit
chant for the fifth Sunday after Easter, Tanto tempore vobiscum, ending with the words
“est alle[luia]”; the right-hand page begins with the antiphon Elevata est magnificentia
(fig. 1.5). The continuation of the introit chant is found on folio 9 of MS Typ 299.
Folio 9v of MS Typ 299 and folio 35r of Gallarate M are also continuous. Vespers
for the feast of the Ascension begins on folio 9 and concludes on folio 9v, where
it is followed by the beginning of matins. Note that the manuscript indicates an
antiphona super venite followed by the cue for its psalm. The continuation of matins
for Ascension can again be found in the Gallarate manuscript. On folio 35r there
are six antiphons, followed on fol. 35v by the four responsories for the four readings
of the first nocturn. The same is true for the second and third nocturns. Clearly the
two fragments once belonged to a single manuscript.
While a thorough investigation of the musical traditions reflected in these
manuscripts is beyond the scope of this essay, we can offer a few preliminary
observations concerning the origins of some of the chants. For matins of Ascension,
MS Typ 299/Gallarate M contains more responsories and antiphons than required
by the standard Ambrosian liturgy: fifteen and thirteen, respectively, instead of only
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figure 1.5 Gallarate, Archivio di Santa Maria Assunta, MS M, fols. 33v–35r
(foliated discontinuously), 33 × 43

about three and nine (plus a few hymns). This raises the question of where the
supernumerary chants for matins in our manuscript come from.
Table 1.2 compares the musical pieces for matins in the Ambrosian tradition,
as represented in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lat. liturg. a. 4, and the hybrid
liturgy of MS Typ 299/Gallarate M. Pieces taken from the Ambrosian melodic
tradition are printed in uppercase italics. For instance, the antiphon Viri galilei, for
the second nocturn, contains a melodic section from the Ambrosian antiphona ad
crucem for this feast. The second responsory and its verse for the readings of the
second nocturn were taken from the Ambrosian vespers. This responsory, Ascendens
in altum, also appears for vespers in our manuscript, where it is noted with exactly
the same melody as in the Ambrosian tradition. The next responsory, Excelsus
super omnes gentes, was taken over one-to-one from the responsorium in baptisterium.
And finally, the antiphona in cantemus Sedes tua Deus appears to be the antiphona in
cantemus from the Ambrosian rite.4
The Ambrosian borrowings in our manuscript account for only about 10–15
percent of all the musical pieces. Where did the other pieces come from? Since
4. This antiphon is noted in vespers in MS Typ 299/Gallarate M and Lat. liturg. a. 4, and it
corresponds to the version given in Terence Bailey and Paul Merkley, The Antiphons of the
Ambrosian Office (Ottawa, Canada: Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1989) 224.
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Table 1.2. Borrowings from the Ambrosian Tradition
Lat. liturg. a. 4

MS Typ 299/Gallarate M

Ad Vesperas

Ad Matutinum
Ant super venite Alleluia regem ascendentem in
celum (noted)

Luc Quoniam V Quoniam in te
Ant in Choro Ascendens in altum captivam duxit
(noted)
Hymnus Optatus votis omnium
R ASCENDENS IN ALTUM (noted)
V REGNA TERRE (noted)
[...]
Ad Matutinum
R post hymn Benedicam V In Domino
Ant i De Nocte
Ant ii All. all.
Ant iii All. all. all.
R ad lec All. V Omnis terra
R ii All. V Pax multa
In Benedictus All. all. all. all.
Ad crucem VIRI GALILEI QUID
ADMIRAMINI ASPITIENTES (noted)
In Cantemus SEDES TUA DEUS
In Benedicite Parata
In Laud Ascendit
Cap Cantate
Hym Optatus
R in bap EXCELSUS SUPER OMNES
GENTES (noted) V QUI SICUT
DOMINUS (noted)
al’ psal Ascendo ad patrem meum (noted)

In 1 Nocturno
Ant Elevata est magnificentia (noted)
Ant Dominus in templo sancto suo (noted)
Ant A summo celo egressio Domini (noted)
Ant Exaltare domine in virtute tua (noted)
Ant Exaltabo te domine quoniam suscepisti me
alleluia (noted)
Ant Nisi ego abiero paraclitus (noted)
Ad lectionem
R Alleluia V Ad te domine levavi
R Alleluia V Afferte domino
R Psallite deo V Lauda anima mea
R cum Gloria Elevata est magnificentia tua
(noted) V Super celos Deus (noted)
In 2 Nocturno
Ant VIRI GALILEI QUID ADMIRAMINI
ASPITIENTES (noted)
Ant Non turbetur con vestrum (noted)
Ant Nimis exaltatus est alleluia (noted)
Ant Pacem meam do vobis (noted)
Ant Dominus in syon (noted)
Ant Dominus in celo (noted)
Ad lectionem
R Laudabo dominum V Suavis
R ASCENDENS IN ALTUM V REGNA
TERRE
R EXCELSUS SUPER OMNES GENTES
(noted) V QUI SICUT DOMINUS (noted)
R cum Gloria A summo celo (noted) V Et
occursus eius (noted)
In 3 Nocturno
In cant ant SEDES TUA DEUS
Ad lectionem
R Benedicam dominus V In domino laudabitur
R Alleluia V Omnis terra
R Alleluia V Pax multa diligentibus
R cum Gloria Exaltare domine in virtute tua
(noted)
V Cantabimus et psallemus virtutes tuas (noted)
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Table 1.3. Borrowings from the Gregorian Tradition
Lucca 601

MS Typ 299/Gallarate M

Matins
Ad Invit ALLELUIA CHRISTUM DOMINUM
ASCENDENNTEM IN CELUM (noted)

Ad Matutinum
Ant super venite ALLELUIA REGEM
ASCENDENTEM IN CELUM (noted)

In 1 Nocturno
Ant ELEVATA EST MAGNIFICENTIA (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN TEMPLO SANCTO SUO
(noted)
Ant A SUMMO CELO EGRESSIO
EIUS(noted)
Ant EXALTARE DOMINE IN VIRTUTE TUA
(noted)
Ant Sic veniet quem (noted)
Ant EXALTABO TE DOMINE(noted)

In 1 Nocturno
Ant ELEVATA EST MAGNIFICENTIA (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN TEMPLO SANCTO SUO
(noted)
Ant A SUMMO CELO EGRESSIO DOMINI
(noted)
Ant EXALTARE DOMINE IN VIRTUTE TUA
(noted)
Ant EXALTABO TE DOMINE QUONIAM
SUSCEPISTI ME ALLELUIA (noted)
Ant NISI EGO ABIERO PARACLITUS (noted)

Ad lectionem
R Post passionem suam per dies (noted) V Et
convescens (noted)
R Omnis pulchritudo V A summo celo (noted)
R Exaltare domine alleluia V Cantabimus et
psallemus
R Si enim non abiero (noted) V Non enim loquetur
(noted)
In 2 Nocturno
Ant Rogabo patrem meum (noted)
Ant Ascendit deus in iubilatione (noted)
Ant NISI EGO ABIERO (noted)
Ant NIMIS EXALTATUS (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN SYON (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN CELO (noted)
Ad lectionem
R Ascendit deus (noted) V Ascendens Christus in
altum (noted)
R Ascendens in altum (noted) V Ascendit Deus in
iubilatione (noted)
R Ego rogabo patrem (noted) V Si enim non
habiero
R Non conturbetur (noted) V Ego rogabo patrem
(noted)
In 3 Nocturno
Ant ad cantica Peter sancte serva cos in nomine
tuo (noted)
Ad lectionem
R Ponis nubem (noted) V Qui facis angelos (noted)
R Non relinquam (noted) V Nisi ego abiero (noted)
R Tempus est (noted) V Pacem meam (noted)
R Viri galilei (noted) V Cumque intuerentur

Ad lectionem
R Alleluia V Ad te Domine levavi
R Alleluia V Afferte Domino
R Psallite deo V Lauda anima mea
R cum Gloria Elevata est magnificentia tua (noted)
V Super celos deus (noted)
In 2 Nocturno
Ant VIRI GALILEI QUID ADMIRAMINI
ASPITIENTES (noted)
Ant NON TURBETUR CON VESTRUM
(noted)
Ant NIMIS EXALTATUS EST ALLELUIA
(noted)
Ant PACEM MEAM DO VOBIS (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN SYON (noted)
Ant DOMINUS IN CELO (noted)
Ad lectionem
R Laudabo dominum V Suavis
R ASCENDENS IN ALTUM V REGNA TERRE
R EXCELSUS SUPER OMNES GENTES (noted)
V QUI SICUT DOMINUS DEUS (noted)
R cum Gloria A summo celo (noted) V Et
occursus eius (noted)
In 3 Nocturno
In cant ant SEDES TUA DEUS
Ad lectionem
R Benedicam Dominus V In Domino laudabitur
R Alleluia V Omnis terra
R Alleluia V Pax multa diligentibus
R cum Gloria Exaltare domine in virtute tua
(noted)
V Cantabimus et psallemus virtutes tuas (noted)
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MS Typ 299/Gallarate M, unlike most other known examples of Ambrosian chant,
seems to be adapted for monastic use, we have also compared it to a manuscript
from the Gregorian tradition. Table 1.3 compares our manuscript (with the
Ambrosian repertory in uppercase italics) and Lucca, Biblioteca Capitolare, MS 601,
a Gregorian antiphoner of the twelfth century, highlighting in uppercase bold those
pieces in MS Typ 299/Gallarate M that were taken from the Gregorian tradition. It
appears that two groups of antiphons (in addition to the invitatory antiphon) were
imported from the Gregorian tradition: first, a group of six antiphons from the first
nocturn, and second, a group of five antiphons from the second nocturn (in some
cases the same melody was used for different texts).
A closer examination of the chants reveals that there is a high degree of
similarity between the borrowed repertories. Example 1.1 shows the first antiphon
in the first nocturn, Elevata est magnificentia. Below is the version as it appears in MS
Typ 299/Gallarate M; above is the version from Lucca 601. A cursory comparison
demonstrates that the melody has been transposed but otherwise remains essentially
the same.
In the next antiphon in this group, Dominus in templo sancto suo, we find some
slight variations between the two versions (ex. 1.2; again, below is the version as it
appears in MS Typ 299/Gallarate M; above is the version from Lucca 601). In A
summo celo there is also some slight variation, as there is in Exaltare Domine in virtute
tua. Exaltabo te Domine, on the other hand, is virtually the same.
Exam p le 1.1
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Examp le 1.2

It appears that only antiphons were taken from the Gregorian repertory. This
is surprising, because the main musical difference between matins in the Ambrosian
and monastic offices is the higher number of responsories for the readings in the
latter. One would therefore assume that in order to produce a manuscript with
a hybrid liturgy, the scribe would have taken the Gregorian responsories as well.
Where exactly the responsories for matins in MS Typ 299/Gallarate M come from
remains to be seen. In fact, most of the responsories in this feast are not noted; it
might well be that the responsories were also taken from the Gregorian tradition.
It is remarkable, for instance, that the responsories cum Gloria in our manuscript
have a very simple melody. Furthermore, in all three instances of the responsories
cum Gloria the melody is exactly the same. Perhaps in this case the scribe could not
find a good fit in the Ambrosian repertory. Did he invent his own simple melody,
inserting it in the manuscript because he felt the Gregorian melodies were too
elaborate and complicated?
A similar case occurs in the second group of antiphons imported from the
Gregorian repertory, where all five Ambrosian antiphons—Non turbetur, Nimis
exaltatus (see ex. 1.3), Pacem meam, Dominus in Syon, and Dominum in celo—have
exactly the same melody. It seems that our scribe took the melody from the
Gregorian tradition, where it appears in a group of antiphons (Nimis exaltatus,
Dominus in Syon, and Dominus in celo), and used it for the antiphons in this group
for which he did not yet have a suitable melody. All this seems to suggest that our
scribe produced the manuscript in such a way that whenever he could rely on
the Ambrosian repertory, he would take these melodies first, borrowing from the
Gregorian repertory only in cases where he could not find Ambrosian melodies. As
Matthew Mugmon has demonstrated, the borrowings from the Gregorian tradition
are not limited to the feast of Ascension but appear in the feast of Saint Michael as
well.5 This further indicates not only that the liturgical structure of our manuscript
5. Matthew Mugmon, “The Mystery of St. Michael: Gregorian Borrowing and Adaptation in MS
Typ 299” (working paper, Department of Music, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 2006).
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is a hybrid of Ambrosian and Gregorian traditions but that the musical traditions
were combined as well. Now that we have reunited Gallarate M and MS Typ 299,
we have a much bigger pool of hybrid liturgical chants available to advance this
research.
Exam p le 1.3

Finally, these distinctive elements of the MS Typ 299/Gallarate M manuscript
invite some explanation of the book’s origin and purpose. Where does it come
from? Who made it? Who commissioned it, and for what community? The other
Ambrosian monastic manuscript identified by Huglo, Novara A 2, may help answer
these questions. The Novara codex contains the chants for winter; and although it
is ruled differently than MS Typ 299/Gallarate M (eight rather than nine lines), its
script and decoration strongly resemble those of our fragments (figs. 1.6 and 1.7).
The Novara manuscript includes two colophons; in the first, the scribe
states that the book was commissioned by Andriola de Medici, professed at the
monasterium novum, from Antonius de Vomate, beneficed at the Church of Santa
Maria de Zippis. It cost a now-illegible number of gold florins. Antonius goes on
to say, “scripsi notaui ligaui et superscripsi”; that is, he wrote, notated, bound, and
rubricated the manuscript in the year 1360. The second colophon, written in the
year 1360, again notes that the book was written and notated by Father Antonius
de Gufredis de Vomate, beneficed at the Church of Santa Maria de Zippis. The
close similarities in script and illumination between the Novara and the MS Typ
299/Gallarate M manuscripts—and, most important, the unique liturgy that only
they share—strongly suggest that Antonius created the latter manuscript as well.
Evidently Antonius produced manuscripts for the convent in Milan associated
with Santa Maria ad, sub, or subtus monasterium novum, which is documented
as early as 1033 and survived until the suppression in 1798.6 Proposing such a
destination for MS Typ 299/Gallarate M, however, would not explain one of the
manuscript’s most striking artistic and liturgical features—the prominence accorded
to Saint Mauritius. To explain this, we may have to look to another Milanese
convent, also one of Antonius’s monastic neighbors.
6. Gualberto Vigotti, La diocesi di Milano alla fine del secolo XIII: Chiese cittadine e pievi forensi nel
“Liber sanctorum” di Goffredo da Bussero (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1974), 73.
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The importance of Saint Mauritius in MS Typ 299 is clear from the copious
decoration provided for his feast. The manuscript’s hierarchy of decoration accords
some saints pen-flourished initials to begin their feasts, others small six- to eightline decorated initials, and still others more elaborate ten- to twelve-line initials. An
eleven-line, historiated initial opens the feast of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul. A
seventeen-line, historiated initial, extending into a full foliate border, in colors and
gold, is provided for Saint Mauritius (fig. 1.8). Mauritius is clearly important in the
Gallarate fragment as well: he appears in all but one of its twenty-seven litanies, and
his name is the only one that always appears in red.
There was, of course, a great convent in Milan closely associated with Saint
Mauritius, although it is now perhaps more famous for the Renaissance frescoes
in its Chiesa di San Maurizio: the Monastero Maggiore, possibly the original
destination for MS Typ 299/Gallarate M.
The little we know about our scribe Antonius may lend this hypothesis
further support. According to his name, Antonius de Gufredis de Vomate came from
the town now known as Omate, in the parish of Vilmercate (modern Vimercate).
Omate was in fact controlled by the powerful Goffredi family,7 of which Antonius’s
name also indicates he was a member. Two other books, both written in 1368, bear
his signature and identify him as priest of the Church of Santa Maria in Circo:
Milan, Archivio Sant’Ambrogio, MS M 24;8 and Milan, Biblioteca Capitolare,
MS II.E.1.22. Santa Maria al Circolo is mentioned in the Liber notitiae sanctorum
Mediolani, attributed to Goffredo da Bussero, which was composed at the end of
the thirteenth century.9 It is just down the street from San Maurizio al Monastero
Maggiore. Some association between the two places may be suggested by the
reference to “Santa Maria ad circulum” in a litany on folio 66r of the Gallarate
M fragment. We know that Antonius produced the Novara manuscript—the only
other surviving Ambrosian monastic manuscript—for a patron from a neighboring
female convent, Andriola de Medici of the monasterium novum. It therefore seems
not unlikely that our manuscript originally had a similar destination. Antonius,
the preliminary evidence suggests, produced these liturgical rarities for the use of
local monastic foundations, for whom the combination of Milanese and monastic
elements makes perfect sense.

7. Francesco Bombognini and Carlo Redaelli, Antiquario della diocesi di Milano (Milan: G. Pirotta,
1828), 286.
8. Huglo et al., Fonti e paleografia, 225, no. 129.
9. Marco Magistretti and Ugo de Villard, eds., Liber notitiae sanctorum Mediolani (Milan: U. Allegretti,
1917), cols. 213 C, 233 C, 239 D, 248 C, 263 A; see also Gualberto Vigotti, La diocesi di Milano alla
fine del secolo XIII, 32, 69.
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Fi gure 1.6 Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, Houghton Library,
MS Typ 299, fol. 15v, 33 × 22
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Novara, Archivio Storico Diocesano, MS A2, fol. 33r, 39 × 26
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Figure 1.8 Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, Houghton Library,
MS Typ 299, fol. 1r, 33 × 22
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In addition to its importance for liturgical history, Antonius’s production
of these idiosyncratic manuscripts is of interest for the study of increasing
professionalization and “mass-production” in the book trade of the later Middle
Ages. In some ways, Antonius was indeed a professional, in that he produced books
for institutions other than his own and charged for his services. But only some of
the time: as he states in a rubric on the first folio of Milan MS II.E.1.22, “I made
this book entirely at my own expense.” He then begins, “donavi . . .” (I gave it), but
the rest is illegible in natural light. This manuscript does not appear to incorporate
the same monastic elements that occur in MS Typ 299/Gallarate M and the Novara
manuscript, perhaps because he made it as a gift, and therefore possibly for a
different kind of patron than those who commissioned the other manuscripts. His
practice appears to have represented a kind of specialized professional production,
distinguished by comprehensive individual craftsmanship rather than the division
of labor. In particular, Antonius’s claim in the Novara colophon to have bound the
manuscript himself is unusual. He created manuscripts that were highly individual,
if not unique, interpretations of the liturgy.
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